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QUESTION: 63 
What is a Load Plan? 

A. A frozen version of a package. 
B. An executable object that contains a hierarchy of steps.  
C. A substitute for packages or scenarios-
D. A web service- 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/data-integrator/overview/odi-11g-
newfeatures- overview-1622677.pdf 

QUESTION: 64 
Can a project in ODI contain a user function to translate commands with  different 
syntax for different technologies but with the same functionality? 

A. No, a customized knowledge modules is needed. 
B. No, this must be explicitly mapped to an ODI interface. 
C. Yes, but an ODI procedure must be associated for it to be implemented.  
D. Yes, it can be defined for every technology that is listed in Topology. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 65 
Select the statement that best describes the difference between Server and Client Data 
Store access. 

A. There is no difference between Server  and Client  Data Store access, both 
can be used conveniently. 
B. Data is accessed from Server only if it is the data store.  
C. Data is accessed from Client only if it is an Excel file. 
D. A local file on a laptop can be accessed using Client access, or from Server If a 
copy of the file is on the EDQ server landing area. 

Answer: B 
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QUESTION: 66 
If an ODI user function has one syntax and one or more implementations, can it be 
used in an ODI interface mapping? 

A. Yes, but to be mapped in an ODI interface it also needs an ODI variable. 
B. No,it can only have one syntax and one implementation for all technologies.  
C. Yes,but you need to write a custom knowledge module. 
D. Yes, duringexecution, itwill substitute the specific technology implementation. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 67 
When the data, source, and target are persistent in the same data server, in an ODI 
interface, do you need an LKM and an LKM to load the data on target? 

A. Yes,both anLKMmultitechnology and an IKM multi-technology are required.  
B. Yes,anLKM multi-technology and an IKM single technology are required. 
C. No,only anIKM multi-technology is required,  
D. No,only anIKM single technology is required. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 68 
Identify the operation that ensures that referential integrity is maintained while 
loading changes detected by the ODI CDC framework. 

A. Unlock Subscriber 
B. Extend Window  
C. Lock Subscriber 
D. Purge Journal 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 69 
Select the two correct reasons that might lead you to use EDQ Transformation 
Processors rather than transform data in ODI. 

A. EDQ is faster than ODI at performing transformations.  
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B. The data needs to be mapped to a coded value. 
C. Some data needs to be aggregated, producing a total value from multiple rows. 
D. When converting string dates, EDQ does not need all source fields to be valid 
dates. 
E. When a standardized or derived data value is needed for matching records. 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 70 
Updates have been made to Interfaces in a  Package. What would  you do to make 
sure the Production team runs a scenario containing those updates while preserving 
the existing scenario's schedule? 

A. Generate a new scenario and attach the previous scenario's schedule to it 
B. Generate a new scenario and create a new schedule 
C. Nothing, the existing scenario will get automatically updated 
D. Regenerate existing scenario 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 71 
After invoking an Enterprise Data Quality Job from ODI, where can you monitor the 
detailed progress of that Job? 

A. In Operator 
B. InEnterprise Data Quality 
C. InODIConsole 
D. In Enterprise Manager 

Answer: C 
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